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^t Play Satirizes
OIIlmunist Problems

Ivfoml
BATES COLLEGE, LEWBTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1940.

PRICE: TEN CENTS

Expect 350 Alumni
For Back - To - Bates
John Tierney '42 and Michael Toulonmtzis '44, two of the stars in the
, Robinson Players production of the current season, "Squaring: the Circle".
[deration of Russia to- Russia.
I;.; a cons

ordinarily neglects its cultural asL. jt is interesting to think that
LJ farce-comedy which the Robinpijyera will produce on Nov. 7
a Russian author has written
[tiaras popular in his country as
Lje's Irish Rose" or "Tobacco Road"
[America. Beginning with its pre|ereinl92S, "Squaring the Circle"
-consistently a "sell out" for more
|u eight years in the principal RusL cities aud was subsequently transLj [or production in Paris, Vienna,
ie. and Rome. In New York it
Ihieved great popularity as "the
Lgn tit of the season" several years
to and has continued to be known
(^eminently as a ludicrous play.
Lre is another vein, however, under
Y obvious hilarity of the piece in
i nature of an interesting satire on
no of the problems of Communistic

Valentine Kataev, the author, served in the Russian revolution and, following the establishment of the Communist regime, became associated
with the administration of the Five
Year Plan. In this position he could
observe intimately some of the shortcomings of the system, such as marriage, divorce, and housing. He does
not hesitate to criticise them in this
Play.
"Squaring the Circle" comes to
American
audiences
through
the
standard English version of Charles
Malamulh and Eugene Lyons, who
met the author in Russia. Mr. Malamuth was an instructor of Russian at
the University of California and has
translated the works of many Soviet
writers. Mr. Lyons traveled in Russia
for six years as an American news
correspondent.

.andmarks Tricky, Co-Ed
matrix Finds On Flight
By Catherine Winne '41
I average theatre audience knows
pie of the preparation that goes on
pind scenes to make the completed
toduction a success. So it is with fly8- We ottei see transports roaring
Itrhead but know little about their..'
pe Flight Training Course, which :s
pciaily supervised from start to finiih
to give students an accurate
uwiedge of aeronautics. A brief dis[■ion of the instruments and wtnt is
JjjSht may be of Interest to everyone.
V* chin instructor at D'ngley
p", Auburn, is the amiable Frank
Wing who has gained the admira'and respect of all his students.
to being graduated from Heb-on
pdemy, Frank went west to the well
tt
*ii Parko Air u>hege in St. Louis.
f'e nc distinguished himself as an
F'lig'nt and efficient pilot. Mis ratp are numerous and apply to valus types or aircraft. Last summer,
puents arond Moosehead lake had
!
Pleasure of watching nim sailing
put the sKy ir, a scapiane in the
p^ity of a commercial pilot. One
most excitnig incidents during
' sunirncr was a mercy trip he made
kwiston from Moosehead.
The
• all the way was 200 feet which
M
he had to fly just above the
m
->rcer to see. Generally one
P between 1000 and 2000 feet! Frank
1
safely on Lake Auburn and the
!f
nt \vas rushed from there to the
f0 hospital. With over 2000 hours
,w
8 to his credit and 19 years of
"hence, Frank is unexcelled as an
ptructor.

than the front to give the student
better visibility.
In these Aeroncas
there are no radio sets, but just the
regulation instruments, the compass,
altimeter, oil pressure and oil temperature gauges, the tachometer which
gives the rpm of the propeller, the air
speed indicator and the heat carburetor, which prevents the formation of
ice on the motor in cold weather.
Finds Flying
Interesting
The actual flying is the more enjoyable part of the training course to
most people. Thirty-five hours of flying are necessary to fulfill the requirements. However, 15 more are
given if the former number is not sufficient for some students. Take-offs,
landings and stalls are practiced early
in the course. Later on, tailspins and
shallow and steep eights are added to
the list. Spot landings and simulated
forced landings come next. One of the
ceverest tests of a strong constitution
comes in the making of wingovers,
rhandelles, and 720's. A chandelle is a
coordination exercise whicli includes a
dive, climb and turn. The 720 is made
by banking the plane with wings perpendicular to the ground and malting
at least two complete rotations, not
gaining or losing more than 200 feet.
Toward the end of the course, a crosscountry flight is ocneduled, covering a
distance of at least 50 miles, stopping
twice on the way.
Since I have been asked to relate a
personal experience, I make mention
of my first ilight. It was more of a
pleasure ride than instruction. After
climbing to an altitude of 2000 feet,
Frank headed the ship toward Mt.
Washington. On our way, he pointed
out various landmarks, especially
lakes, highways and railroads. From
the air one cannot help realizing that
Maine is a land of i-mes. Taylor Pond,
Lake Auburn, Sabattus and Cobbosseecontee all appear to be within a stone's
throw of each other. After awhile
Frank suggested that 1 bring the ship
home by the landmarks he had pointed
out! Alter sevetal frantic moments of
circling about, vainly trying to pick
out landmarks, none of which seemed
familiar, I picked out a lake which I
guessed to be raylor Pond and cau-

"^School
'k Is Theory
e
°ther instructor is Ken Wakealso very popular with al! his
"nts- Ken was graduated from
J^W Little High School and has
"J'tag nearly five years. He has
Passengers to the Isle of Shoals
as also entered several air shows.
Pres
ent he is on his way from Ohio
* one of the new Aeroncas back
ub
urn. if he has fair weather, he
10
make the trip in ten hours
c
°Urse consists of ground school
•ttual flying. Ground school deals
s
"ch subjects as navigation, meSy, rules and regulations, airand engines and the theory of tiously headed my ship toward 't. Since
' ■ Classes are held three nights a my instructor said neither "aye", "yes"
and
72 hours are required to
or "no" to my lak!ng the heading, I
""•Ie the course.
was somewhat nervous. However, ree
^o new planes are 900-pound
lief came when I rould see the airport
; nc*s, commonly called "air-knockbeyond the lake. Jt was a simple ex*'th 65 horse power engines. The
perience,
but it was exciting for a
are arranged in tandem fashion
*• rear seat six Inches higher neopnyte like myself.

Lecture Series Opens
Season Next Sunday

WHERE BEAR AND BOBCAT CLASH

Beginning with what is expected to
be a hotly contested freshman gridircn clash against Huntingdon School
Friday afternoon at 2:30, the annual
Back-to-Bates Week End gets under
way with an expected attendance of
350 alumni and friends. The season's
unusually tight State Series championship race provides the main highlight
and attraction of the week end in the
fight between the Bobcat and the Polar
Bear of Bowdoin on Garcelon Field,
Saturday afternoon.

Dx. Tozier To Show
Warns Students To
Technicolor Film Of
Consult Cut Book
"Story Of Creation"
Mr. Harry W. Rowe, assistant
Dr. Charles H. Tozier will be the
first guest lecturer of the fifth annual
Concert and Lecture Series which begins Sunday at 8 p. m. in the Chapel
according to an announcement by
Prof. August Buschmann, director of
the series.
His program will be illustrated by
motion pictures in technicolor on
"The Story of Creation." Dr. Tozier
holds a doctorate in medicine and
dentistry besides being an expert in
micro-photography.
In conjunction with his work for
the Carnegie Corporation, Dr. Tozier
did some research work in Guatemala
during the past summer.
Perhaps the outstanding lecturer of
the entire series has been obtained for
January. Prof. Buschmann announced Monday that Dr. Will Durant, author of "The Story of Philosophy" and
"The Life of Greece", will be at
Bates to present a lecture on "Does
Man Progress?"
Dr. Durant is generally regarded as
America's greatest philosopher and
historian. "His lectures deal with the
basic issues of the day, seen in the
illuminating perspective of philosophy." The SO minute talk he is to
give here has been widely heralded as
one of the finest addresses now available in America.
The author is now at work on a
monumental series of books dealing
with "The History of Civilization",
the first of these works being "The
Life of Greece". His "Story of Philosophy" ran to a sale of three million
copies.

Lettermen's Club Plans
Back-To-Bates Dance
Bringing the Alumnae Back-to-Bates
week end to a climactic close, the Varsity Club under the leadership of Pres.
Mich:-.el Buccigross '41, will hold its
annual informal dance Saturday, Nov.
2, in the Alumni Gymnasium. The
Bobcats will lend the musical note to
the affair.
As it is an annual Back-to-Bates affair, the dance gives the friends and
the parents of the undergraduates an
opportunity to become acquainted with
some of the traditions and students of
Bates. It really serves to give them a
view of the social life that an undergraduate leads at Bates.
This occasion also serves its purpose
in giving the alumnae an opportunity
lo become acquainted with some of
their former classmates and professors
and to reminisce about their college
days. Once more they can dance to
the rhythmical music of the college
orchestra, the Bobcats.
Each year this occasion has been
met with a popular reaction on the
part of the student body, their friends,
and the alumnae. It has always served
as a suitable climax for the Back-toBates festivities.
Warren Bracken '41, secretary of the
Varsity Club, has announced that retreshments will be served at the intermlssion of the dance. The names of
those who are to serve as chaperones
will be announced during the week.

Alumni, Friends Nay
Inspect New Dormitory

to the President, expressed the desire yesterday that students be reminded of one point in his recent
Chapel speech on curriculum
changes, which might have been
partially overlooked.
This is that beginning this semester there will be no warnings
of overcuts sent from the registrar's office, or from Mr. Howe's
office. StudenU may see the cut
book any week day in the registrar's office from 1 to 4 p.m., and
check on number of cuts in any
course. Students are advised to
make regular trips to the cut book
so that no mistaken overcuts will
remain.

Quimby To Speak At
Back-To-Bates Rally
Clarence Quimby '10, headmaster of
Cushing Academy, will be the principal speaker at the rally, Friday night,
which will open Back-to-Bates week
end.
Other speakers will be John
Haskell '41, president of the Student
Council, and Captain Michael Buccigross '41, and Coach Wendell Mansfield.
Friday night will also be National
Bates Night. Bates Alumni organizations all over the country will be having meetings and at 8:15 p. m., they
will all sing the "Bobcat". The same
will be done at the rally Thu National Bates Night is an example of
the unity of spirit that has been, and
will continue to be, one of the college's most cherished traditions.
The Back-to-Bates rally, in anticipation of the Bates vs. Bowdoin game,
will also afford many pleasant surprises to the audience. There is to be
a baritone solo by a noted Russian
artist of world-wide opera fame. There
are also rumors about campus that the
rally will be honored by the presence
of "hot apples". Members of the committee wish to keep secret a certain
item on the program.
Many will be interested and pleased
to know that refreshments will be
served at the rally The rally in the
Aumni Gymasium will be preceded
by a parade starting at 7:15 p. m.
Mr. Quimby is the brother of Prof.
Brooks Quimby of the faculty and the
father of Paul Quimby '42.

The kick-off for the game will be at
1:30 p m. exactly. Local radio station WCOU begins broadcast of the
game over the ether at this time, with
announcers John Libby and Larry
Garcelon Field during last year's Back-to-Bates game against Maine, Durgin doing the talking.
and scene of Saturday's clash with BowUoin.
A monster National Bates Night
rally lights the fuse for the festivities Friday night in the Alumni Gymnasium at 8 o'clock, when Clarence
Quimby '10, headmaster of Cushing
Academy, will be the principal guest
speaker. A Chase Hall get-together is
For the second year in succession
acheduled for alumni and almunac at
the Bates Bobcats started their State
0:15 p. m.
Series campaign by clawing a favored
A special Chapel serivce, including
Maine eleven in the closing minutes of
the final quartet. Last year a pass in- an as yet unannounced guest speaker,
Prof. Brooks C.i'imby, director ol de- terception and the ensuing run by Bud starts off Saturday's program. A .lecbating, announces 'hat 20 nvn and Malone gave the Garnet a 6-0 triumph, tion will be reserved for guests. Parseven women will csmprise the var- while this year a 79 yard sustained ents, grads and guests are invited to
sity debating squad for the semestir drive featured by" a couple of Belli- attend any and all classes Saturday
as a resuit of final trials held last veau to Gorman passes, and climaxed morning.
evening before a faculty committee. by a two yard smash by Belliveau and
The College Club and Bates Key
successful
conversion,
At the same time a freshman squad Buccigross'
have
scheduled their annual luncheons
served to send the Bears down to a
of 15 is announced
for twelve to one o'clock in Chase
7-6 defeat.
Hall before the game.
Members of thf varsity squad a,-e:
Although the Bobcats threatened
1941, Elisabeth Swann, Harriet White, from the opening minutes of the game
All visitors to campus Saturday will
and David Jennings; 1942, Priscllla and gained nearly 300 yards, it was have the chance to inspect the comBowles, Honorine Hadley, Jane Wood- not until late in the last stanza that pleted new men's dormitory on Bardbury, Charles Buck, Arthur Cole, the Garnet could cross the last white well street. At 3:45 p. m. the door
Patrick Harrington, Thomas Howarth, stripe.
will open to all guests, when rooms
David Kahn, Sumner Levin, Robert
The game, witnessed by 4500 shiver- and appointments can be inspected.
McKinney, David Nichols, Paul Quim- ing spectators, started with the Pale
Climax of a busy and exciting week
by, Myra Hoyt; 1943, Valerie Saiving, Blue kicking to Bates. One play after
Henry Corey, Malcolm Daggett, Wal- the kick-off Bates was threatening to end will be the Alumni Dance in the
demar Flint, Freeman Rawson, Arnold score, when Johnson threw a sleeper Alumni Gymnasium Saturday evening.
btinchfield, John Thurlow, and Alex- pass to Belliveau who was stopped af- The Bobcats, very popular campus
ander Williams; 1944, Robert MacFar- ter romping to the Maine 30. The dance band, will start the first dance
lane, Vincent McKusick, and Edward Bobcats banged out another first at 7:30.
Dunn.
down, but Maine braced and took the
Named to the freshman squad are: ball on their own 15.

Garnet Nips Black Bear
In Last Period Drive

Prof. Quimby Names
Twin Debating Squads

Charles Panagopoulos, Edward Dunn,
Elizabeth Cort, Florence Skinner, Mildred Cram, Robert MacFarlane, Vincent McKusick, Norman Temple, Donald Day, Arnold Stephens, Charlotte
Stachelek, Despina Doukas, Suzanne
Maurand, Barbara Jones, and Madeline Butler.

Dwight DeWitt '41
Heads Politics Club

Alumni Get-Together
Features Grid Movies

Plans for a presidential straw vote
were advanced in last night's special
Politics Club meeting in Libbey ~orum,
and John Lloyd '42 and Sumner Levin
Movies of Saturday's grid battle be- '42 were appointed a committee to
tween the Bobcat and the Black Bear make arrangements.
of the University of Maine will be
Dwight DeWitt '41, economics major,
shown at the Alumni get-together at
Chase Hall Friday evening at 9:15 was elected president of the club, folo'clock, according to Mr. John Curtis lowing last week's resignation of MorThis get- together, designed as a new gan Porteous '41. The special meeting,
feature of this year's Back-to-Bates before the election of the new presiWeek End program, was scheduled by dent, was presided over by Betty May
^g National Bates Night Committee, Scranton '41.
AU aiumni, faculty and friends are lnvlted to ^ affair.
Other attractions have been arranged, including the showing of other
campus moving pictures, some in
color;
dancing, bowling, billiards,
pool, ping-pong, and refreshments.
The establishment of this get-together this fall resulted from the desire
of the National Bates Night committee
to have some function for the alumni
in particular. The alumni formerly
sponsored Back-to-Bates night rallies,
but those are now under the direction
of the Student Council.

One of the features of the "Back to
Bates" week end will be the holding
of open house at the new dormitory
on Satnrday. The dormitory will be
opened for inspection directly after
the Batea-Bowdoin football game.
Mr Elmsr Campbell IT is chairman
Prospective visitors are reminded that
of
the National Bates Night oomthe arrangement of rooms Is identical
mittee.
In each of the three sections.

Bowdoin Game,
Rally, Tea Will
Be Chief Events

Prospective Flight
Students To Meet
Anyone who is at all interested
in taking the CAA primary flignt
training course during the second
semester is requested to see Mr.
Powell in the Public Relations Office before the end of the week.
Applicants by no means will be
asked to commit themselves in any
way beyond the statement that
they are interested.

(Continued on page three)

Alumni Groups Dine
At Chase Saturday
Joint luncheons sponsored by the
College Club and the Bates Key will
be held in Chase Hall Saturday from
twelve to one o'clock. All alumni, parents and their guests are invited to
attend. It is expected that President
and Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills of Bowdoin will be present.
Luncheon for women guests of the
Bates Key will be on the second lioor
of Chase Hall, and for the men guests
of the College Club on the main floor.
Chairman of the Bates Key luncheon is Harriet Ramsdell '16; and fulfilling the same function on the College
Club luncheon, is Mr. Lawrence Kimball '22.

C A Committee Leads
Service At 0 of M.
The first off-campus vesper service
to be given by students of Bates was
held on Sunday, Oct. 27 at Uje University of Maine. This service, held
at 4:15 in Maine's Little Theatre, was
conducted by the Deputation Commission of the Bates Christian Association.

"Buffoen" Appears OB
Campus Friday Afternoon
Editor Joseph Millerick '41, of the
"Buffoon" staff and ace campus pilot,
announced last night that the first
issue of the humor magazine will appear on campus Friday at 2:30 p. m

Co-Ed Groups Plan
Mother's Weekend
Invitations have been sent out to
the mothers of the members of the
Junior and Freshman classes to attend
the traditional Mother's Week end,
the 16th and 17th of November.
Working together the Women's Student Government, The Women's Athletic Association, and The Bates
Christian Association have planned
the following program.
Saturday:
Sports Review, Rand
Field; Dance Club Recital, Women's
Locker Building; Tea, Women's Union; Informal .Dinner in Honor of
Mothers, Fiske Hall; Step Singing,
Hathorn Hall; One-Act Play, "The
Duchess Says Her Prayers", Play Production Class. Little Theatre; Dance
and Open House, Chase Hall. Sunday:
Breakfast, Fiske Hall, and Service in
Bates Chapel, Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby.
The various committees for the
Week end include: General Chairmen, Jean Kenesten '42 and Elisabeth Stafford '42; Sub-committees: Invitations, Helene Woodward '41, Honorine Hadley '42, and Frances Rolfe
'43; Accommodations, Mildred Brown
'41 and Gladys Bickmore '42; Stepsingiug, Marilyn Miller '41; Chapel
Service, Jane Woodbury '42 and Barbara Johnson '43; Dance and Open
House, Virginia Yoemans '41; Sports
Review. Dorothy Tuttie '42, Virginia
Gentner '4"3 and Margie Bort '43;
Dance Club Recital, Ruth Ulrich and
Helen Ulrich '43; Informal Dinner,
Betty Swann '41, Dorothy Matthews
'42 and Ruth Jache '43; One Act Play,
Kitty Winne '41 and Annabel Cofran
'43; and Tea, Elaine Humphrey '42
and Muriel Lanckton '43.
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Social Symphonies

BATES STUDENT

Whatta game! I'm simply frozen,
were among the many remarks made
(Founded M /to;
by the delegation of eds and coeds
who made merry to and from and
(Student Office TeL I782-J)
(The Anbura News 3010)
while at the game in Orono. Weekend
EDITOB
(TeL 8-SS99)
BBOOKS W. HAMILTON '41
parties included a trip to Bar Harbor
MANAGING EDITOB .. (TeL 638-J)
EDWARD F. BOOTH '41 by Stu-G Prexie Gail, Proctors feto
""Assistants: John Robinson '12, Ruth J. Stevens '42, Barbara Abbott '41,
and Helene of Rand Hotel, and Betty
Aino Puranen '41, William Worthy '42, George Hammond '43, Margaret
swan. Jeanie Blancard N"41 playeo.
Soper '43, Marion Thomas '41, Janice Jayne '42.
hostess to Decay McFinaie, Wutsie
Cubs: Harvey C. Barba '44, Barbara Booth by '44, Richard Cummlngs '44,
Buiiard, and Gladdy Ford. Al TurDonald Day '44, Miss Bradley Dearborn '44, Hazel Denning '44, Aimon
ner, cheerleader par excellence, spent
Fish '44, Paul III. Fournier '44, Edmund Gibson '44, Robert Uoodspeed '44,
uis week end at .Maine.
Altred J Uragnoiati '44, Virginia ±iunt '44, Nina Leonard '44, iiivelyn
Marsden '••«, Athanasia Rizouiis '44, Robert Scott '43, Rita Silvia '44.
Taking advantage of the extra holiNEWS EDITOR

(TeL 8-3393)

RALPH F. XiJLLER '42

Assistants: Forensics, Day.d Nichols '42.
Reporters. John Robinson '42, Frank Brown '41, Richard Dearborn '41,
James Walsh '41, Durant Brown '42, David Kahn '42, Lysander Kemp
'42, William Worthy '42, David Nickerson '42, Marcel Boucher '43,
Weston Cate Jr. '43, Guy Campbell '43, Melvin Day '43, Gerard Jacque*
'43. Mitchell Malnick '43.

By Lea

Campus Camera

|

FROM THE NEWg
By William Worthy '42
On the dot of noon yesterday, In
the blue and gold Government
Auditorium in
Washington, a
blindfolded man drew a capsule
from a famous goldfish bowi. Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson
was repeating an act performed
twenty-three years ago by his
predecessor, Newton D. Baker.
Thus began the task of drafting
the 800,'000 men who are scheduled
to be called for service by next

BUCKSHOT
MICHIGAN'S
FAMED

WILLIE HESTON
SCORED
OVER. 110
TGUCHDOWMS1

FROM 1901
TO 1905/

day VMM Lee SantilU who new and 1
ao mean flew K, Boston, Janie Hatuaway at tho 'House ot Hathaway" and
niiiior Biance way up to Winter i.i.oor.
•
'

June.

Visitors on our fair campus included
Clioiiis Doiloft's lister, Miriam, Dotty
WOMEN'S EDITOR
(TeL 8207)
ANNETTA BARRUS '41
Fn»fa sister, Nor ma, Kuihie Brown
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41. Frances Wallace '41,
and friend. Dot Tuttle entertained a
Ruth SanforC '41, Jean Hy ier '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne Lowvisitor .'roa New Hampshire... Tnrce
ther '41, Edith Hunt '41, Catherine Wlnne '41, Hutu Stevens '42,
Thera Bushueil '42, Dorothy Frost '42, DoiotUy Poster '42, Helen Marlarmerettes from Chase, Bctiy Kinney,
tin '42, Elizabeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys B.ckmore
Nancy (jOu'd, anu ±JeUy Bi^ss nad a
'42, Arlcne Chadbourne '43, Margaret Soper '43, June Atkins '43,
marvelous time at Jttaine over U.e
Elia SantilU '43, Jeanne Grenan 43, Elaine Younger '43.
week end...Parky went to Boston...
SPORTS EDITOR
(TeL 8-4122)
JOHN DONOVAN '42
OKLAHOrV\A 0NIVERSITY. KICKED
Coed dining was the styie Sunday
#&
Staff: Allan Rollins '40, Dwight Do Witt '41, David Nickerson '42, Zaven
23 GOAL? AFTER TOUCHDOWNS
with taoies in Fiske and Commons...
IN ONE 6AME, SEPT. 29,1917.
Tamilian '42, Marcel Boucher '43, Myles Delano '43, Winston Greaton
Freshman sisters, AUce Spoouer, Lee
'43, George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43, John Stahlberger '43.
p-n-y
w'righ^ Sherry Hanoury, L.u.o.yu
BUSINESS MANAGER
(TeL 4198-W)
WARREN DBURY '41 x'arkhurst, and Pnyl Chase were enADVERTISING MANAGER .. (TeL 8-3399) CHANDLER D. BALDWIN '42 teitainea in grand style at the ueWitt by Parky, Dotty Fenuer, anu
ClUt C"I-ATION" MANAGER .. (TeL 8-3399) FREDERICK C. WHTTTEN '41
Dotty Mauisby...jfrye Streets caoin
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43. Richard
Carroll '42, George Chaletzsky '42, Ilildreth Fisher '42, Waldemar Flint party Monday nignt was a huge success, games by Hathaway and Avery
'43, Robert Goodspeed '44, Thomas Hay den '42, John Hennessy '43, Joseph
By Bobby TrumbuU '44
Howard '42, David Kellsey '44, Vincent McKusick '44, Elia SantilU '43,
11. We must not torget that Seais
Richard i'ariiley '44.
Roebuck boy, J >U vv'ttty, who was seen
(Continued lrom last week)
Acquires Many
en campus "seeing Annie"...Seen al
New
"Words"
People
have
asked
me
the
question,
game Ray Gove, Wahy Irish, Eduie
'Oidn't
you
ever
get
bored
writing
Edwards, and Barb Rowed among
Yet another reason why I believe I
Published weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc.
others...Franuie Gi<dden dashed up to about the same events each week.' I had a slight edge on big city reporters
College Publishers Representative
year by the Students ot Bates College
480 MADISON AVB.
NEW YORK. N.Y.
'campus to sec the game only to liau n<>ver did. The reason is a deep, dara was the fact that I covered all sorts
MUSS, • Socrei • Lot M«IUI • SAJI FBAWCHCO
it was at Grono...seen on campus secret—I never have ceased to be of news. Town meetings, elections,
also ltcger. Nleb the Louse, NicnoL thrilled at seeing what I write appear obituaries, christenings, weddings, fiin print, with the knowledge that thou- nancial town news, poi.tical news,
Entered as second-class matter at ... but next weea end is the big week
sands of people may read it. Kven ai"- school news, social affairs, court
PJssociatecl C:-!!iiciaie Press
the Post Office, Lewiston, Main* end and everybody will oe looking forter a year of newspaper writing, anu trials, robberies, sports, accidents, anu
Distributor of
wava to seeing everybody else.
Subscription . . . S2.i>0 per year
the attempt on my part to be as blase all other happenings worth any sort ot
In advance
as
possiDle, the thrill of the thing car- a story came in my territory.
CLUB .NOTES
ried
me through.
Ramsdell Scientific Society is planI have also beer, asked several times
ning an initiation for the new memif
I thought 1 really gained anything
Another big thrill I received a few
bers .to be held next Tuesday evening.
from
.ny work, entering it with i_o
The history of the rise of public education in this country in- The Christian Service Club held a times was having the reporters, grow..
..struction
as I d-d. I answer, "Defimen, on neighboring newspapers, wn>
dicates the average American's high regard for the necessity of a short business meeting last Monday had been professional writers fo. .ntely yes" In material gains, I can
evening
free, intelligent citizenship. Unfortunately, in the heat of the pres- La Petite Academie enjoyed a cabin ! years, copy my stories and put tnen. .-numerate such tlings as experience;
| in the evening editions of their own -i much laiger working vocaouiary; a
,
_, ,
_
r
J at Thorncrag last Thursday eveent world crisis, when representative government is having a dif- party
*
I sheets. The day I saw one of m; type of expression whi^h I can cnange
ning. Supper was supervised by moith
ficult test everywhere, many are considering the abridgement of Hunt, Aim Schmoyer, Barbara Sulli .1 "scoops" almost word for word on tut at a moment's notice to enable me ..o
trout page of a newspaper printed in .. switch from iratUflg an obituary to
van, and Ruth Goss, all seniors, wnile
this free citizenship here.
nearby town, with "Norwich Bulletin ;'tart writing up r. football game; the
Mariiyn Miller, coed song leader, had
in small capitals at the top, I carried a aDility to eitner condense or elongate
It was in this midst of this situation that Bates hit a new cnarge of entertainment.
swelled head for a week.
a story, accordirg to the available
Deutscher Verein initiated its new
space,
and many others.
high in representative government on the campus community. On members at a Thorncrag cabin party
By far the most interesting and enthe initiative of the Student Council and its faculty advisers, a las' night. New members are: Nancy tertaining part of my work, to me, _ One gitat non-material gUn which
Field, Nancy Hutchinsoh John Daikus,
group of campus citizens was formed as an investigative commit- Thomas O'Shaughnessy, Edward Raf- was Uie aspect ot a morning Bulletin I acquired is satisfying enougn to
devoid of any Stonington news. Oni counter-balince any disadvantages 1
tee. They were to attack campus problems which for iack of ade- tery, Anna schmoyer, Theresa Begin, gets rather a sinking feeling as fctt may have acquired and that is the
Helen Martin, Dorothea Ross, Daniel in the afternoon approaches, and no opportunity to meet people. 1 place
quately co-ordinated discussion had been hanging in the air for
Dustin, George Kirwin, James Schar- news in sight. There Is the place for this highest ir> tie list of benefits I
some time. This group was to be representative of ail arms of the fenberg, Harriet Gray, Ruth Jache, any creative ability one may haroor. derived from writing of the type I di.'.,
Arnold Barenburg and Minert Thomp- To sit down at a typewriter and drum occause to me it so Jennitely meant
community—faculty, administration, and students.
:
son.
out an imaginaiy story to hand into the most. And w !l nave the most lastan English protessor is one "thing, Dut effect
For the good of the College, and that means those in it, all
CHAPEL QUOTE
to write an imaginative story to hand
parts of campus could here be heard, their problems discussed, and "We are making an effort to banish into an editor is another. The most Interviews Many
fear...We are burning the lamp of severe test of your ability In this line Prominent People
most important, action was likely to follow.
idealism brighter than ever before... comes when the papers are deliverer
I interviewed poor Portuguese peoWe
find happiness In work, turning and your fiction is read by hundreds ple, hardly able tq speak English,
The recent action taken by the faculty on remedying certain
worry into work." — Prof. Samuel of people, with none of them noticing whose children oi parents had just
bad conditions relative to hour exams was the first outward result Harms.
anything wrong.
been kJled by en autoraobUe; I inof the Student-Administration Conference Committee's existence.
terviewed politicians who were trying
to
make the political grade in ConnecThis was a problem which had troubled all concerned for a long
'icut ana who fli.i e-very»hing but *ive
time.
Last week we called attention to the great need of statesman- me cigars to t-y to inveigle me loto
ship in the man we elect as President of the United States. We giving thein favorable publicity. I
It may well be, that through such manifestations of democratalked with a boy. a Stonington resipointed out that in our opinion Mr. Willkie hadn't as yet convinced dent up for murder in a nearby city;
tic idealism as this, that the American educational institution will
the mass of people that he was a statesman as well as a business i interviewed a sea captain, who used
prove the backbone of a surviving American democracy.
man. Some took issue with us and maintained that a man of good to own twenty old whaling vessels; I
interviewed a man working on the
Bates is right on top, and still going up in this respect.
executive ability with a knowledge of business methods, and a
secret designs for a new type of govknowledge of law, could make a good President
ernment boat; I talked with noted arThis week end the spotlight is on you, Alumni. And to you we
usts, sucn as Guy end Rene du Bois:
extend a most cordial greeting. We want to meet and know you.
May we strongly reaffirm our opinion that here and now Amer- I interviewed the Governor of the
And we want you to know, by means of the foregoing, that you ica needs statesmanship in its President. Yes, more than it needs state, and other officials. The Hat !s
almost endless.

1

"SKIVY* DAVIS.

Small Town Paper Reporter
Reveals Thrill Of Last Scoop

Cb!le6ialeDi&est

Alumni, Your College Is Up And Coming

Do We Need A Statesman ?

have reason to be proud of Bates, in the more serious business of business ability. Our government in its ideal form is more than
coping with a none too friendly world. Tell others about it. As to a business. It is an agreed upon method of protecting and fostering
its people's liberty. And to do this its chief executive must have
the immediate pleasures of the week end, you'll see tangible evidforemost in his mind and foremost in his actions and decisions
ence of an up and coming College at the game, and at the New that the government's policy is for the people.
Dormitory you'll inspect after the game.
Has either major candidate for President exhibited that he
The first event of Back-tc-Bates will be the rally Friday night.
will certainly live up to these undeniably necessary needs? This is
We'll see you there.
for you to decide. Then VOTE!

Perhaps «ome fift^ ^

from

Installed as director of selective
service was Clrrence A. Dykstra,
who left the presidency of the University of Wisconsin to annoint
with academic oU the first peacetime conscription in American history. Meanwhile Oswald Garrison
Villard, the veteran political commentator and a supporter of WendeU Willkie, reports from the Middle West that if the Republican
candidate "had come out flatfootedly against conscription and with
a most definite promise under no
circumstances to put this country
into war, he would now be on his
triumphant way to the White
House." The Westerners, Mr. Villard observes, are showing no signs
of the war hysteria along the Eastern seaboard, and believe "that it
takes two to make a war and that
Koosevelt's diplomacy is assuring
the coming of hostUities. ..The Illinois Republican candidate for
Senator is getting a tremendous
hand wherever he speaks because
he definitely p.'omises not to vote
for war.. .There can be no doubt
whatever of the great unpopularity
of peacetime conscription."

CIO LEADER
BACKS WILLKIE
Into the Democratic coffers in
1936 went a contribution of J500,000 to promotp the reelection of
the "friend of labor". The United
Mine Workers and especially John
L. Lewis looked forward to a
large return on their investment.
Their disappointment w«s keen
when President Roosevelt issued
his famous "plague o' both your
houses" statement at the time of
the sit-down strikes. Last Fridav
night the hgHiBB between Franklin
Roosevelt and John L. Lewis became irreparable when the CIO
chieftain in a nationwide broadcast called upon the ranks of labor
to support the candidacy of Wendell Willkie. "Sustain me now or
repudiate me" was Lewis' plea as
v
.e asserteci his intention to reign
from the CIO if Roosevelt is reelected for a tnird term. The New
York Times reports that great diversity marked the reception In
labor circles of Lewis' endorsement of W'llkie. Many labor leaders lost no time in calling attention to the strong antl-labnr activities of the utility magate and
his political and business associates. But none could accurately
predict the effect of this most re-

cent rut in the labo
_ the election result?.

40 HOUR WEEK
AGAIN IN FORCE
In the spring 0f i938
agreea that tne Xew Dea>
••ally .osi.-.. !a g. , ^ **l
Embarrassed and',**
every turn, President R7«
packed his fishing tackle J^
to sea. Then, like a bolt, *
sky, Florida fired « r. *
two-barreled shot for ^"^
dent Senator Claude p
ardent and vociferous New ^
upset all the forecasts and *J*
turned to office by a law. *
rality. Back fiom his fi,^
rushed the President and [1
the Fair Labor Standard, J
through Congress After a J
breaking fight for two yen, j
Federal government finally J
lished a floor for wages u
ceiling for hours, with the aj
sion that the wages floor (J
be gradually raised and the J
ceiling gradually lowered. J
week, the working hours for I
600,000 wage-earners throng*,
the nation were cut to forty, aj
pa/ will remain at 30 cents J
1945 when the law provides it]
cent minimum. Supporters of a
bill contend that it raises the p.
chasing power of the country. >j
Supreme Court is expected tort
on the constitutionality of uue
during the current session.

HAS PRESDJENT
LOST CONFIDENCE?
As the 1940 campaign dram
a ciose, the country is vitat
lng the vigorous speech-matajf
the Republican nominee ;:.: 1
somewhat aloof and lofty off
of the incumbent. Frank Kct
the Baltimore Sun has Wtterlysj
cused the President of using pull
funds and his position in the Whsj
House to promote his canffldu
under the guise of national t
fense and non-political trips. B*
last Wednesday the Presided i*
tiated a series of avowedly T*
cal" speeches in reply to "tW*
ate falsifications of fact"- &*
ously the Democratic higi *
mand has lost some of its t*
dence. The man, who W *
posedly had no political OF
ence, was making gains in »
public opinion polls. Of coo*
one cynic remarked, Wendell w
kie has had plenty of poll""1'
perlence^—buying up senators.?
ernors, and public V0VtT
missions.

Have You Had Yom

Fall Permanent Y<
Hollywood Beauty ^
408 Main St., Lewis"
PHONE 406

ECONOMIZE and
use the STUDENT
ADVERTISING
FACILITIES

now when I am editing new, for a New
fork daily, i wm smUe ffiore of ]ess
'.vmpathetically when I think of myMK fifteen years ago, getting a kick
:r m the

°
tyP6 ot work I did during
">e past year and a half. Then a^Un
* m°y Member thankfully the marvelous opportunity I was given to
gain all the things I did.

faov»i

The Best Bargains
In Town

im-j^ltt.Vm-.,ti
»'--"'—Tlr

1.
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r gear Is JVexr In Bobcat Climb To State Title
5t

Series Game
jarcelon Field
It

.

Win

THESE TWO HELP SUBDUE BEAR

m .But

Maine was a tough team;
°*n Bowdom be a worthy foe. In
rL place, the White has Andr
J

■m

a back wortny of tne atfeD

"

* of any opining team. Another
f .h0 nil! bear watcning is a ce-rJg'ett named Bobby Bell. In last
i—Ni 13-13 tie with Colby, this
Mr. Beii romPed 64 J**™ for
of Bowdoin's two C-pointers and
. to right end Hunter for the
'fjT'rben too, there are numerous
K« who aren't going to pull an
■jwmtse-Uaston act to let the Garnetgj ball toters through. Bowdoin's
gjus have picked up from last year
,p U> a ar?e draft of sophomores.
Hu -Football Annual", that dope
get of all sports writers, yours truly
itludcd, picked the Polar Bear to
0t through with an undefeated seajeand win the State Series. Bowdoin
^i tot lived up to this prediction.
He White has played Tufts, Wesleytt Amherst. and Williams, losing to
Tufa and Amberst, winning from
R'esiej-an, and tieing Williams. Last
| Saturday's tie with Colby also exi the prediction, for a tie is not
I i victory.
I Bra Join Tough
I Isd Scrappy Foe
Nevertheless, don't get the Idea that
lit Bobcat is not going to be forced
I to scratch his hardest to win. A Poiar
I Bear is big and tcugh; a Bobcat is
Ismail and last. Which is the better
| combination?
.Vow for the Robcat. Maine was
[favored to win last Saturday. That
| ise did not do so is well known to all
ilus. The Bobcat lived up to his repfacon as a biting, clawing scrapper,
(Continued on page four)

Visit "Murphy s
Sports Department*
For Your Smart

Sport Togs

OUR COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVE IS
Miss Honorine Hadley
Tel. - 3825 - R

IJ. Murphy Fur Co.
ESTABLISHED 1871

TEL 2143 - 2144
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Ash St. Lewiston Me
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
^ Kinds of SkM Repalrtag
W

"*%l St

Maine Game Proves One Of
Best Series Openers In Years

SERVING
Italian & American
Foods
Where Ton Get Large «""
'•* KIDDLE ST.
LEWI8T0H
*°r Private Parties Cell »•*

By JOHN DONOVAN '42

Best Performances of the Week:
1. Bob McLauthlin '43 who clipped thirty-two seconds from last year'i
record time and thus won the State Cross Country Meet
2. The entire football team for its inspired and inspiring 7-6 victory
over the Maine Black Bears.

Bob McLauthlin Wins
State Harrier Title

Townies Upset Dope Bucket,
Taking West Parker, /. B.

Mules And Polar Bears
Should Bow To Garnet

DARTMOUTH
SKIS and

UUIU SPORTING
WP IK GOODS
If CIIO
UBURN

Welcome : Parents of the Bates
Students and Alumni

■I

LEWISTON'S LEADING HOTEL

THE HOTEL DEWITT

BedanTs Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

HOOD'S

STECKINO'S

SPORT SHOTS

Sporting * record of a victory
against MCI ai'd a scoreless tie with
Kents Hill the freshman football team
will face an unpredictable Huntingdon
Our further Congrats to Bob Mc- he was Impressed by the fine spirit of
eleven Friday afternoon at Garcelon
Lauthlin for his excellent first In the the squad. "Manny" is sure that If
F'eld.
State Meet last Friday. Mac Is un- such a spirit can be maintained that
In their previous encounters, the
doubtedly one of the most modest ath- Bowdoin will find things rather warm
Bobkittens have displayed unusual
letes ever to grace this or any other In Lewiston on Saturday next.
running and passing power under the
college campus. For example: Friday
capable leadership of "Joey" Larochelle
evening after the meet, Mac returned
and Tom Young. Young has also disto the campus and went about his Miscellaneous, etc, etc.
played a strong kicking toe. In addieveryday chores In his everyday mantion, Coach Spinks has a new find in
William "Bing" Crosby '39, who was
ner. It was In the kitchen of the Com- co-captain of the varsity basketball
"Annie" Thompson, a power-house ball
mons that someone overheard this. team during his senior year at Bates,
carrier.
Thompson played a great
One of the kitchen workers who is also stopped in Lewiston the other evening.
game against MCI picking up several
a sports enthusiast as soon as he saw "Bing", who is now teaching in the
extra yards by plunging through the
Mac_ burst out, "How did you make high school in Milo, (hope we've spellenemy's line.
out?"
Mac's illuminating reply, "Pret- ed it correctly) Maine, was en route to
The possible loss of Don Grant who
ty good."
sprained an ankle in practice may
a teachers convention in Portland. He
Incidentally, McLauthlin's victory likes teaching and is already preparleave a vacant spot in the bacUfield
HARRY GORMAN '41
was in the nature of a birthday pres- ing his boys for the not-so-far-away
ART BELLIVEAU '41
for some ambitious second stringer to
ent to himself—since last Friday, the basketball season.
fill. "Play" Card and "Mike" Melody
day of the State Meet, was his birthcomplete the ball-carrying personnel.
Joe Caravan, also of the class of
day.
Both of these boys have played slamBOB McLAUTHLIN '43
1939 and former president of the Stubang games against Kenta Hill and
dent Count.
-d a football and tenMCI.
While we are in a congratulatory nis player to boot, was on the campus
Coach Spinks has been gifted with
n.ood, we certainly ought to mention last week end. Joe, too, Is teaching
several
promising
linesmen
to
the superb work of Coach Mansfield's in a high school in northern Maine,
strengthen that all Important position
footballers at Oronc last Saturday It but we'll be darned if we can remem(Continued from page one)
the next play Belliveau faded back of offense and defense. "Gabby" Deerwould be useless a/ d unfair to attempt ber the name of the town. Our apoloLater in the period the Bears from and let fly at Gorman again. The pass ing and Wye have proved to be cato pick out any individual for special gies to you and to Mr. Canayan.
Continuing his personal winning
Orono stopped another drive on their v:.s high and Gorman was covered by pable ends, while Don Burhoe and
lommendation so well did every man
own 21. Belliveau romped 19 yards to a pair of Maine defenders but some- Walt Davis fill the strategic guard po- itreak which has extended for over a on the team do his part. It wa? a well
Sorry to hear that Ken Browne, tacput the ball on the" Pale Blue 17 early how he managed to get between them sitions. The center position is being year. Bob McLauthlin romped home to earned—and therefore, particularly
win the second annual State Cross- satisfying—victory.
kle on the frosh eleven, is in the hosin the second quarter, but this drive and take the ball with a miraculous competently held down by "Bo" Cronin. Chapman and Jack Shea, assisted country Meet held at the Augusta
leap, being downed on the Bine 20.
Coach Mansfield commented after pital with a leg injury. May your realso petered out,
On the next play Gorman hit guard by Cul Ferren, have been caring for Country Club last Friday in the fast the game, ."A great one to win, a tough covery be speedy, and keep your chin
Late in the second period Maine got
time of 19 minutes and 5 seconds, 32 one to lose." He went on to say that up, Ken.
a break when a Bates fumble was re- on a reverse and fumbled when stop- the tackle spots adequately .but Shea is
seconds under the record set by Don
still
favoring
a
previous
injury
and
it
ped
hard
by
Hairis,
Maine
center.
At
covered by Briggs on the Bobcat 15.
Smith of Maine last year over the
Quick to take advantage of the break this point Bates got her first break is possible that "Cy" Finnegan may be
same
four-mile course.
changed
from
end
to
bolster
up
the
the Bears opened the scoring when for when the pile of players was unPollock flipped a pass to Arbor. raveled Johnny James, alert Garnet tackle position.
Although the Bobcat harrier came
Huntington, on the other hand in
who was standing alone in the end end who played 58 minutes of sterling
in first running away from the field,
zone. On this play the Bates defenders football, was in possession of the elu- spite of being defeated on two previ- a well-balanced Maine aggregation
Just when someone had started to the tradition of the season and scored
were pulled out of position to cover - sive pigskin on the Maine 15. Thus ous occasions would be willing to show won the team championsnip handily
Roger Stearns, ace Maine pass catch-; what might have been a disastrous optimism if a greater number of vet- by 32 points. Runners from Orono unscrew the laurel wreath from Wally on the leaders. Johnny Anderson,
eran ball carriers were available.
plated second, tied for third, took fiftn Driscoll's den to dispose it on the prexy of the Townies' fraternity, was
er, who served as a decoy on the., fumble was turned into a five yard
Coach Tom Blake has had to fall back
gain.
With
this
play
the
Blue's
fate
and sixth to total only 20 points. Bates touch gridsters of East Parker, con- the hero of the afternoon as he inplay.
was sealed. Belliveau went tor eleven on inexperienced players in order to came in second with 52 points, Bow- ceded to be the winners—a new team tercepted a pass and trotted for a
Blocked Kick
yards in two triCB for a first down on fill out the ranks of his eleven. How- doin third with 65, and Colby last with entered the fray, to whip the Parker- touchdown. The townies failed to conProves Fatal
ites. After three •postponements, Don vert, but as the afternoon went on the
the 4. O'Sullivan hit center for a yard. ever, Huntington has always displayed 108 points.
The next play eventually decided the
Webster's Off-Campus team opened local lads ran their score up to 8
On the next play Belliveau was stop- unusual strength at the most unpregame although no one could guess the ^ by ^^ fm m g&iD ^ Maine dictable moments.
Particularly encouraging was the their schedule last Friday against points when Carl Monk downed Sandy
fine performance turned in by the rest Zeke Turdian's All Stars.
(Continued in page fourJ
fact at the moment. It came when
ofl.side „,,, y^ penalized half
Sandblom behind East's own goal line
of the small Bat«s squad. Captain
I Johnny Sigsbee "broke through the | ^ distance t„ f),e goal O'Sullivan
Prior to the game, campus opinion thus tallying a safety.
Maine defense and blocked Barrows l ^^ ^^ fc ^ ^ ^ gtopped
Warren Drury and Dave Nickerson
was set in the belief that the Eastern- West Parker Takes
continued to run well and they finishattempted conversion.
short by a yard
Qn ^ pIay Bates
ers had another easy scalp which New Dorm, 20-0
ed well up in front to help Bates stave
The third and a good part of the , ^ off.aide but Maine ^td to
would put them just that much farther
The day previous to this opened,
! fourth period saw much the same ^ ^ down ^ refug(jd ^ pe ^
off Bo vdoin. Gordon Corbett and John
away from the threatening West Par- West Parker ran themselves Into a
Grimes who came in fifteenth and sixtheme prevailing. The Bobcats clawed l^ ^ ^ next play BelUveau took
kerites—but the townies finally broke
(Continued in page four)
teenth respectively to turn the tide
away trying to overtake the Bears as . ^ b&u frQm hig tailback post and
completely in favor of Bates when
j the latter strove to hang onto its six j ^^ Qff ^^ and Qver fhe goa,
Bob McLauthlin, "the Bates breeze', it seemed as if the Bowdoin group
; point margin. However, in the closing j sendjn? tne ,arge Batea cneering secminutes of the final quarter Bates tlon wild with joy. At this point Buc will be a top heavy favorite to romp was going to capture second place,
! threatened again, and this time she cigross was sent in and he responded home ahead of the pack this coming are coming along well to bolster
was not to be denied. Taking the bail by splitting the uprights with a per- week when the Garret harriers engage Bates hopes for success in future dual
on their own 21 after a Maine punt fect drop-kick to give Bates a well Bowdoin and Coloy in separate dual meets remaining with Bowdoin and
meets. Tommorow Bowdoin invades the Colby.
the Bobcats got underway. Belliveau deserved victory.
local course, and or Nov. 4 the Bobcat
passed to Gorman who ran to the
In picking outstanding performers
Maine 44 before he was downed. On one cannot omit Stearns, Stahl, travels to Waterville to do batUe with
the position of each man at the State
Briggs, Barrows, Pollock, and Serota the Colby Mule.
meet placed directly after the name:
Without a doubt Bowdoin will profrom the Maine honor roll. For Bates,
Bowers, none; Doubleday, 14; Jones,
vide
much
stiffer
competition
than
all positions were capably filled, with
11; MacClelland, none; Newhouse, 18;
Topham, Francis Daikus, Parmenter, Colby, for the Mules are noticeably Stark, 12; Wheeler, 21; Winchell, 10;
Buccigross, Belliveau, and Gorman weak this year. The best place they Babcock. none; and Whittlesey, none.
could get in the recent State meet was
shining particularly brightly.
EQUIPMENT
number seventeen.
Colby will field a nine man team:
LT5E-CBS
When you buy
On
the
other
hand
if
the
old
sysBateman,
none;
Braddock, none;
Maine
Bates
DARTMOUTH you
tem of picking winners is used, that Costley, 25; Emery, 22; Farnsworth,
re,
Stahl
Francis, le
have the best
rt, Kussell is the comparative score basis which 24; Nickerson, none; Quincy, 17;
McDonald, It
Sold only by
rg, Irvine has so often been proved wrong, it Weeks, 20; and Potts, 26.
Sigsbee, lg
c, Harris would be discovered Bates is a very
Daikus, c
The Garnet is expected to start with
lg,
Briggs slight favorite to win. Using just Bates
Parmenter, rg
the same roster they have used preand
Bowdoin
as
they
ran
against
each
It, Grant
A
Topham, rt
other at the State meet. Bates finished viously. The squad as they scored in
le, Stearns
James, re
on the right end of a 26-29 score.'the State meet: McLauthlin, 1; Capqli,
Small
O'Sullivan, ab
Comparing Bates with Colby the count tain Drury, 7; Nickerson, 13; Corbett,
rhb, Broay
Drop Into
15
Beiiivein, ihb
was 15-46.
: Grimes, 16; Borden, 23; Mabee,
THE QUALITY SHOP
Ihb, Pollock
Johnson, rhb
Following is the Bowdoin squad with none; Lloyd, none; and Sawyer.
fb. Barrows
1 IS College St.
* mln. from Cempox Buccigross, fb
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
0 6 0 0—6
Maine
Hot Dogs ana Toasted Sandwiches
0 0 0 7—7 '
Bates
Have> Son Tried Our BOM Coffee!
JScoring: Touchdowns, Arbor, Bell<Open 7 A. M. to 10:80 P. M.
veau; point alter touchdown, Buccigross 'drop-kick).
Substitutes: Maine, Gardner, Grover,
Johnson, Serota, Olsen, Dalrymole,
Modern - Fireproof - European
Goodchild, Arbor, HolyOke, Smith,
Excellent Food and Courteous Service In Our
Ward, Crowley, Wright, Edelstein.
COFFEE ROOM and DINING ROOM
Bates: Beattle, Sterling, Witty, Gor"Delicious and refreshat Popular l*rioes
^^
Promptly A Accurately FflMd
man, Flannagan, Walker.
"FOOD FIT FOR A KING AND A YANKEE"
ing,"—ice-cold Coca-Cola
Cor. College * Sabattns, Lewiston
Garage to Connection
Ample Parking Space

Leirlrtea, Me.

EAT AT

CHAMPION

School Boys Seek
Initial Win Against
Spink's Yearlings

Lit Away Title
for Garnet Team
. BobcPts of Bates claw the
■ the
"sears of Bowdoin for a vice's the question on everyThis Saturday
[hi5 -.veek.
lipj
w*
Bates
meets Bow. wll the story.
"!nGarcclon Field to decide the
*"' The Ar.dr jscoggins have one
J.can they get another?

Bobkittens Tackle
Hunlington Friday

Delicious lee Cream
Now Being Boll at Tom?

BATES COLLEGE STORE

Drink

eca

Victor & Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

A Bates Tradition

TUFTS

Seavey's

GEO. A. ROSS

BROTHERS

240 COTJBT ST. - ACBTJBN

SAT n WITH ICE CBEAH

BILL
THE BARBER
tor
EDS and CO-EDS
Chase Han - Hoars i f-lS—14

Call 4040
For Beat Coartooas Taal Serrlee

Printing Specialists

1M1

Delicious and
Refreshing

/

^4"USE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

1» MIDDLE ST.

ELM STREET

m

never loses the freshness
of appeal that first charmed
you. Its clean taste is exhilarating and a refreshed
feeling follows. Thirst
asks nothing more.

LEWIST0H

COCA-COLA ; BOTTLING PLANTS INC
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

Telephone 1710

LEWISTON, HADI1

■

s^

moon, vrtaxnmxr, OCTOBEB m.

*w»

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed - Than - Fri - Sat
Son Mon Tuea - Nov S-4-6
Don Ameche, Betty Grable, Carmen Miranda In "Down Argentine
Way".
Wed Might - 8:30
"What's the Answer?" - Radio
Quiz Program - Cash Prizes. The
Bateses seem to have Prof. Snute
on the run!
Oet 30-31 - Nov 1-8
"Brlgham Young" with Tyrone
Power, Linda Darnell and Dean
Jagger.

Frosh Harriers Lose
Final Meet Of Season
The Bobkittens closed their crosscountry slate yesterday afternoon with
another defeat as they fell before the
speed of Deering High School 31-26
McDonald, of DHS, was the tapebreaker in 13:51, which time was the
best noted for that course thi3 season.
This final defeat for the yearlings r JUS
their season's .ecord to 6 down and
one up. Th«. initial meet of the season
was the only victory for the frosh and
since Wilton a scalp was taken they
have deteriorated rapidly.
Last Thursday they came out third
best in a three-way meet Involving
Winthrop, the winner, and Farmington H. S. The respective scores of
that meet were: 37, 44, and 45.
The summary of yesterday's meet:
1, McDonald, D; 2, Smith F; 3, riiggins, F; 4, Foster, D; 5, Roberts, F;
6, Soule, D; 7. Michard, D; 8, Becker,
D; 9, Crean, F; 10, Richer, D; 11'
Curry, D; 12, Meader, F. Time: 13:51.

East Trips Roger Bill
26-0 In Tuesday Fray

loday, more than ever, people are taking to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in
smoking. You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and
pleasant You light one after another, and they really taste better. You buy pack after pack, and find them definitely milder.

Playing a seven-man team from Roger
Bill, the East Parker nine won an easy
touch football victory Tuesday afternoon when they downed the freshman
club 26-0. The present standing is:
Won Lost Pet.
Off-Campus
2
0
1.000
East Parker
4
1
.800
West Parker
3
1
.777
New Dorm ......... 2
2
.500
Roger Bill
2
2
.500
John Bertram
1
4
.200

For complete smoking satisfaction
you can't buy a better cigarette

Make your

"""K^HESTERE/ELD
The College Store

We Can Show Tea a Tarled
Selection of

PRIZE CTPS

. ror>'Tir?

PESS

it for

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS and
LEATHER HASH BAGS
LEAT1IER BELL F0IP8
BOOK ESDS
•
CLOCKS

BATF8 8TUHETTS

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewkttn

bine

Opp. Post Office

Tel. 1115-M

LIGHT TAN - LUXURIOUS

Golden Fleece Overcoats

$35.00

IMPORTED

British Wool Suits

S24.00

TUXEDOS - DRESS SHIRTS - FORMAL ACCESSORIES

STOKE

Students Bewail Fact V of M.
Much Too Far From Railroad

J.TXU.l+J.1 *"
<„,™«inn Roberta Smith
i
Bates invasion.
39 was
m always a lot of fun to ride on
seen hanging from a window of
ains out it's even more fun when Freeze's Dspartment Store as the procession stopped for a moment to give a
cneer. And there was the cop directing traffic who received a large razzhe 5-15 out of Webster. According to berry when he was so foolish as to
some 350 peopl make a wrong prediction as to the
J0hn Tierney «
made the trip to the Un.versi*^
outcome of the game. * Maine, including students, band mem
The skies were dark and there was
bers, faculty, chaperones, and a few snow in the air when the Bates congrads and townspeople. This, accord- tingent arrived at the football field at
f„g to Irving Mabee'42. Student Counthe U. of M., but Brud Oberst and his
cil member who made all arrangecohorts kept the spirit in the stands
ments for the expedition, is the larghigh even when the future looked
est number ever to make the trip.
of dark. That new razzlekind
At 8:45 Saturday morning the band
dazzle jiving cheer arranged by Camp
neaded down Campus avenue with a
Thomas went over in a big way with
crowd of eds and coeds in its wake.
the crowd But we do think that 350
At every corner were more supporters
people should make more noise than
waiting to join the procession, and the
they
did.
march to Maine was on. »:15 a.m. and
There's one big difference between
.he train pulled out of the Lewiston
the University of Maine and Colby.
otation with everybody aboard, anu
Colby built their college too close to
everybody happy. Along about eleven
the railroad tracks, and Maine put
o'clock the train passed through Watheir buildings too darned far away
.erviile, but there didn't seem to be
from the tracks. It was a long walk
much life there, ( and .it was pretty
oack from the stadium, and everybody
.ark and quiet in the evening, too;.
was prettv hunsrrv, and thirsty.
Meanwhile Mr. Powell had decided
Mane Cheerleader
that the trip was getting too tame. He
asserted his influence, the train came Rides Back
The train stopped at Waterville on
to a stop, and the director of Public
the
way back, ana for a special readelations climbed aboard the Jocomoson. A passenger got oft, this passenive. Hi there, Casey Jones Powell!
ger being a cute little Maine cheerSnappy Parade
leader who was going home for a week
In Bangor
At Bangor the snappy Bates band end. We tried to get Anita to come to
again led a parade through the streets. the dance at Bates, but she already
As a matter of fact, the band was a had a date for the Colby shindig that
little too snappy and enthusiastic, be- night
On the way up to Maine the student
cause one of the snare drummers beat
a hole right through the head of his body did a good deal ot running around
drum and the cymbal player knocked the cars while the train conductors sat
the handle off one cymbal. But a around good naturedly. But on the
little adhesive tape and a stove-boit way back the situation was reversed.
put the band back on its feet. The pa- It seemed as though the entire student
rade ended with a grand rush for the body was satisfied to sit arouna comnearest eateries though box lunches fortably and quietly, while the conductors were busy running back and
were provided on the train.
Bangor really did herself proud, with forth keeping everything in order.
We'll meet you in the baggage car
a special edition of the Bangor Commercial containing the story about the in 1942.

f O R

MEN

205 MAIN STREET
OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE
See MIKE BUCCTGROSS, College Agent

The Neon Hand Points The Way To

.*. EL ML AWN ..
Beals' Tourist's Home - Mrs. W. R. Beals Hostess
The Side With The Red Shutters
RADIOS
54 MAIN SI., LEWISTON

Manufacturers National Bank
Lewiston Maine

(Continued from page three)
ana (with apologies to Harry Rowe)
the Ar.droscoggins again saw the Jay
The cast of the Mother's Week end when the Penobscots lost a scaip. The
Play, "The Duchess Says Her Pray- encounter was a thriller-diller in every
ers", has been announced by the play sense of the word. When, witn three
production class. The characters, all minutes left to play, Artie Belliveau
members of the class are: Frances went over tackle for the coveted six
Cooper '42 as the Duchess, Dorothy markers and Mikt Buccigross sent a
Mathews '42 as Cecilia, and Montrose perfect drop-kictt over the crossbar for
the extra point and the game winner,
Moses '41 as the Duke.
The one-act play is a joint project the Bates rooters could well breatne
of the entire play production class. a sigh of ecstaty. It was a real game
The students cast the players and to win.
The whole team deserves credit for
ar"» doing all the work preparatory to
the victory. Hnrr> Gorman '.or soars
the production on Nov. 16.
booming punts anj the snagging « the
two passes at .-at up the tou.'hdo^r.'
Artiai Belliveau for his spectacular
cut-backs over tackle and run-backs
(Continued from page three)
of the Maine twin's punts, to say
Two outstanding backs are found in nothing of the two Beliiveau-Gorman
John Killilea and Ernie Mannino. Both passes; Mike Buccigross for Diocking
of these boys have proven themselves the Pale Blue's attempt at an extra
to be triple threats during previous \ioint and then adding one for trie
games. The Bobkittens will do well to Garnet, Topham, Johnson, Sigso-.-e,
keep their eyes peeled for these two Beattie, Daikuc, Parmenter, James,
McDonald. Walter, Sterling, O'SulliHuntington brilliants.
Besides being weak from lack of van, Witty, and Francis, all of them
veterans, the Huntington line lacks deserve the utmost credit. Particularsufficient reserve strength. It has been ly outstanding was the defense work
known to stand up under severe pres- of sophomore ta-'klc Johnny McDonsure, but it eventually is worn down ald. Bit Mac was a ciaw in the Biggie
since it lacks sufficient replacements. Bear's siue throughout the 60 minutes
Providing that the two weeks inter- of play. Also standing out defensively
lude hasn't weakened Its stamina, the were Johnny James, George Parmem er
Bates frosh should add another vic- a^d Joan bigsoee. Probably Ma'n»'s
tory to its record with very little trou- biggest surprise was the speed and
ble. A fast backfield, a solid line, and passing of sop' Del Johnson. This
plenty of reliable reserves should f?:iow is reaiij far. Well, the . am
prove to be a deciding factor for the could De pmiscd almost endlessly. s<.
let's stop hr-e.
freshmen in the coming tilt.

Play Production Students
Name One-Act Play Cast

Huntington Game

Spend Back-to-Bates Week End at

Smith's Tourist Home
"Rest Well and Enjoy Yourself"
&14 Main St., Lewiston - Tel 476-W
"Not Far From Bates"

ELMER W. CAMPBELL, '27
Assistant Cashier

FRANGEDAKIS

197 Main Street

Jewelry and Watek Eeaalriaf
OUB
.

TeL tis

WITH

AIM
OEB

IS

TO

SATISFY

QUALITY

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

I was interested in your editorial in
last week's STUDENT regarding Mr.
Willkie's "statesmanship" but I was
soiry you neglected to include your
definition of that term.
While acknowledging his unusual qualifications
as a successful business man, you
seem to feel that this man, while elevating himself, through his own efforts, to a position of industrial leadership, should have found time to gain
a little experience in government if
eventually he was to qualify himself
for the presidency While such experience is of course helpful, still there
are certain advantages to be fouaa in
the absence of a political career. At a
time when our most immediate inteinational danger ~<i conceded to be
largely along economic lines, and when
the production of defense goods is essential to developing our military protections, perhaps there is no more important "prerequisite" than the demonstrated ability tu gain the support of
cooperation of industry.

It is easy, I suppose, for the "reflector of campus opinion" in striving
to be impartial, to compare candidates
with the ideal. But unfortunately. Mr.
Willkie's opponent is no such supercandidate. All of us can approve some
of his humanitarian goals, but much
of his reco-i is hardly an Indication
of statesmanship. Without going back
to his belligerent speeches on foreign
affairs or to his attitude toward the
London Economic Conference, we recall that the man who was first elected
on a pledge to reduce government expenditures by twenty-five per cen», has
spent as much in his two administrations as has 27 other presidents in 1G2
Will the Bobcat (or the Androscog- years; we recall that after seven years
gins—If you will) come through again?
Will next Saturday's Chase Hall dance
be another true vi-tory dance? Let us
make big nieoMne to the Great Spirit
that the Audroscoggm braves will take
many scalps when they go on the warpath against the tribe from Brunswick.

Henry Nolin Purity Restaurant
79 Lisbon St, Lswfctaa

OPEN
FORUM^
To The Editor:

Bowdoin Game

Cc;TTvhe irJO. IJGCSTT & MttU Toc-.CCO.Ca

IMO

HAYES' DINER
OPP. SIX-JOCJUf AL — TEL. MM — LEWISf 09, MAT5E

FOOD

165 Main St., Lewiston
While In Lewiston Have
Your Meals With Us.
Most Up-To-Date
Restaurant In The City.
Courteous Service
Air Conditioned
Pleasant Atmosphere

M.FRANGEDAKIS.Prop.

May Purchase Single
Play Tickets Today
Students, faculty and townspeople who have not purchased season
tickets may secure single tickets
for "Squaring the Circle" at the
College Bookstore. The season
ticket holders were able to reserve
their seats on Monday, but there
are still plenty of good seats available. The tickets are 50 cents each
and purchasers may reserve their
seats when they buy the tickets.

PECKS
Sunshine or
Rain a gg)
wants a

Reversible
Coat

$1098
Showerproof Shetlands, pla^
duroys with reversible side •fed
twill gabardine. Has two big ^
pockets and zip-closing euJ
pocket.
Wine

Dark Grw,

Navy

Brown

PECK'S SECOND FLOOR

Intramurals
(Continued from page three)
spot where a winner's berth mj
possibility. For by their win over;
Dorm on Thursday afternoon, sJ
elevated themselves to a won lost^l
centage equal to that of the East f».|
kerites (after the fray of the ieg|
day). The fall of the New Dorm ml
by a tally of 20-0. Al Wight, kaM
scorer of the league, gathered Oil
touchdowns for himself, while Jail
Watts added one to his hope cbotl
The other; two points came to ta|
Westerners in the "safety" way.
To prove that they were a verstil
bunch of lads, the Townie nine betal
the Townie six for Monday's jal
against the forces of J.B. Don ivol
ster sponsored this plan of attack it I
to the fact that a full team KM a I
present in the ranks of the Dormsn I
from across the field. In spite of a [
decreased population on the field SI (
Lever was able to tally on a a* j
play after the first huddle d*]
game. To add this item to the paj
of the Townies' bookkeeping,
trotted 70 yards through all six of li|
opposing slayers.

Off-Campus Faces
West Parker Today
This afternoon will mark the bats I
for the league supremacy as 0!f-C*l
of effort to solve the problem of unBUS comes out of the huddle to nee I
employment there are still millions of
the West Parker nine. Not only "OH
men unable to find work. Posing as
be a battle between the two tatt |
a reformer, he has created within the
clubs of the league but it will be »P
Executive Department the largest and
sonal battle between Al Wigfll & I
most expensive beaurecracy in our
Don Wefcbter, rivals for outstatdSl
history. Yet the principal argument
player honor of the league. Ttisril
tor a third term is that these policies
be the last official scheduled V\
should be continued! The most charoi the league—but there are wof
itable view Is that He has had his
poned games in which the w»"
chance and th« there problems reare state 1 to tackle New Dorm*
main. How much statesmanship was
Koger B: I, on Tuesday and 'Oat* |
indicated by the rigging of the Chicago convention, by the tacit accep- respectively.
AnJ should there be need fe'l
tance of the support of the political
playoff, which Mr. Driscoll hooat*
racketeers in Chicago, Jersey City,
will have to fcilow the Colby M-M
etc. ? What about the man who was
of Armistice day. if West should«I
too busy to campaign and then spent
toaay and Off-Campus should 8° I
45 of the next 85 days away from
to win all their other games, there I
Washington in politically important
be need for two. play-offs. inVC* 1
states? For a man who hates war he
wast Parker, the Townies, and
I
certainly loves the smell of powder!
Parker. If this be the case- th° ^ I
These are things we must consider off series will take place in that _l
ir making our choice next Tuesday.
efter the x official varsity «
I
Daviu A. Nichols '42. closes
BACK TO BATES JN1GHT
h s
You boys will want to make a good appearance. Look at your c'0^
Everybody else will. If they are not quite up to scratch, come ■»
to the store and let us talk it over with you. Credit terms can al*
be arranged by Bates men
CBONTN St BOOT
127 Lisbon St.
Sell Good Clothes
lewiston.

Norris-Hayden

College Stationer)
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